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Discover the best kitchen and bathroom design software. 2020 Design Live helps creatives to bring ideas to life, inspire
innovation & streamline processes. Home & Kitchen Technology & Gadgets How to Make a Kitchen Countertop From a Mason
Jar See more Whether you’re redoing your kitchen, renovating your kitchen, or just want to have a little fun in the kitchen, this
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is definitely one project that’s easy enough for most people to do. We want to give you the basics on how to make a kitchen
countertop from a mason jar. This is a great craft for beginners who love making something from scratch and are not very techsavvy. This craft will help you create a unique kitchen countertop that not only looks great, but you’ll also save a lot of money
making it yourself instead of buying a kitchen countertop made from a kit. First things first, we want to make sure you are
aware of some important details and safety considerations before we move forward. This project is actually safe, but it is
important that you follow a few safety steps in order to get the best results. Before we get into the actual details of the project,
let’s start off with the basics. What You Will Need Mason Jar Two Cups Two Plastic Cup Lids Two Wooden/Styrofoam Blocks
(1/2″) Clear Painters Tape Stainless Steel Shank Knife (can be bought at any hardware store) Scissors Step 1: Cut Two Lids
With Sharp Scissors and Paint the Inside of One Piece With Paint The first thing you’re going to need to do is cut two pieces of
lids. Both of the lids should be completely flat. Paint the inside of one of the lids first by applying the paint to the inside of the
lid and then flip it over onto the lid that you don’t want to paint and press down firmly on the top to seal it in place. This paint is
not permanent so you’ll need to follow the next step in order to seal the inside of the mason jar lid with the stain-proof paint.
Step 2: Measure and Draw a Line Around the Outside of the Mason 82157476af
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